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Next Generation Database Systems @ Brown CS
By: The Database Management Group [database.cs.brown.edu]

Starting with the requirements of business

data processing, the design of database

management systems (DBMSs) have been

traditionally guided by the need to ensure

consistency and persistence of structured,

scalar data in the presence of short-lived

data processing tasks with hard integri-

ty requirements. While this design has

served business applications well for more

than two decades, many data-intensive ap-

plications that recently emerged have dif-

ferent goals and requirements, and are

thus not satisfactorily supported by this

prevailing database model.

The past decade has seen various pro-

posals for new DBMSs designed to bet-

ter meet the demands of various new ap-

plication domains, such as web databases

and scienti�c computing, while taking ad-

vantage of the advances in hardware plat-

forms. The rest of the article discusses pri-

mary examples of these new DBMS breeds

and how Brown researchers and alumni

are contributing to these efforts.

NoSQL Systems
The advent of affordable, shared-nothing

computing systems portends a new class

of parallel DBMSs for web applications.

The dif�culty of scaling front-end applica-

tions is well known for workload-intensive

DBMSs. One approach to this problem

employed by many web-based companies

is to shard the data and workload across a

large number of commodity, shared noth-

ing servers using a cost-effective, parallel

DBMS. Many of these companies have ad-

opted various new DBMSs, colloquially re-

ferred to as NoSQL systems, that give up

certain guarantees provided by tradition-

al databases (e.g., atomicity) in favor of

availability and scalability. This approach

is desirable if the consistency require-

ments of the data is “soft” (e.g., status up-

dates on a social networking site that do

not need to be immediately propagated

throughout the application).

One notable NoSQL DBMS is Mon-

goDB from 10Gen, a New York City-based

start-up co-founded by Brown alum El-

iot Horowitz’03. MongoDB is an open

source, document-oriented (i.e., JSON)

DBMS that is increasingly popular with

both large and small companies, and is

noted particularly for its ease of use and

scalability. Notable users of MongoDB in-

clude Craigslist, The New York Times,

FourSquare, and Shutter�y.

The performance of NoSQL systems like

MongoDB is predicated on the existence

of an optimal database design that is tai-

lored for the unique characteristics of the

workloads and cloud computing environ-

ments. Such a design de�nes how an ap-

plication’s data and workload is sharded

across nodes in a cluster. The choice of

one design over another determines the

number of operations that can execute

to completion on just a single node with-

out needing to communicate with oth-

er nodes, as well as how evenly work is dis-

tributed across nodes. Hence, without a

proper design, a NoSQL DBMS running

on multiple nodes will perform no better

than a single-node system.

The Brown Data Management Group

are working with 10Gen to research new

methods to improve the performance of

MongoDB. The Brown alumni love fest

includes 10Gen engineers Spencer Bro-

dy’10 and Dan Pasette’95 MS’96, while

the student group includes graduate stu-

dents Andrew Pavlo PhD’25 and Christo-

pher Keith MS’13, and undergraduates

Andrew Scheff’13 and Emanuel Buzek’13.

This team is developing an automatic da-

tabase design tool that analyzes an exist-

ing MySQL or MongoDB application, and

then automatically generates an optimal

con�guration tailored to that application

and improves the application’s perfor-

mance on MongoDB.

NewSQL Systems

Many enterprise systems that handle high-

pro�le data (e.g., �nancial and order pro-

cessing systems) also need to be able to

scale but are unable to use NoSQL solu-

tions because they cannot give up strong

transactional and consistency require-

ments. The only options previously avail-

able for these organizations were to either

purchase a more powerful single-node

machine or develop custom middleware

that distributes queries over traditional

DBMS nodes. Both approaches are pro-

hibitively expensive and thus are not an

option for many.

As an alternative to NoSQL and custom

deployments, a new emerging class of

parallel DBMSs, called NewSQL, are de-

signed to take advantage of the partition-

able workloads of enterprise applications

to achieve scalability without sacri�cing

ACID guarantees. The applications target-

ed by these NewSQL systems are character-

ized as having a large number of transac-

tions that (i) are short-lived (i.e., no user

stalls), (ii) touch a small subset of data us-

ing index look-ups (i.e., no full table scans

or large distributed joins), and (iii) are re-

petitive (i.e., executing the same queries

with different inputs). Such transactions

in enterprise applications are also typically

executed as pre-de�ned transaction tem-

plates or stored procedures in order to re-

duce DBMS overhead.

The �rst NewSQL system, called H-

Store[hstore.cs.brown.edu], is being de-

veloped as a joint project between the

Brown Data Management Group, MIT,

and Yale. Under the direction of the Prof.

Stan Zdonik and Andrew Pavlo PhD’25,

Brown has been leading the development

of the H-Store project for the last three

years. The H-Store design is also being

commercialized into the open-source da-

tabase VoltDB.
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Unlike a traditional database, such as

MySQL or Oracle, H-Store stores all of its

data in main memory across multiple ma-

chines, allowing it to achieve very high-

throughput for transactional workloads.

But exploiting this novel operating para-

digm is non-trivial for many applications;

certain information must be known before

the DBMS begins executing some piece of

work. Hence, the Brown group is develop-

ing new algorithms and techniques to over-

come this barrier and make it easier for ad-

ministrators to use NewSQL systems. Like

a pack of dogs �ghting over the contents

of the dumpster behind Gordito Burri-

to, Zdonik and Pavlo’s research has been

relentless at improving H-Store’s perfor-

mance on cloud-based systems, such as Am-

azon EC2, through intelligent data parti-

tioning and placement. With the help of

undergraduate Charles Lee’12, the duo are

also working optimizing H-Store to execute

on a next generation “many-core” processor

prototype provided to Brown from Intel.

Scienti�c Databases

Research and innovation in many parts of

science have become a data-driven endeav-

our. As scienti�c data have gone from scarce

to superabundant with data generation

rates doubling yearly, scientists now spend

increasingly more time and effort managing

their data than doing real science.

A major part of the problem is the lack of

re-usable, effective tools for data storage

and processing. Scienti�c data manage-

ment has traditionally been performed us-

ing low-level �le-based solutions, at best us-

ing �les structured according to a low-level

data format. Higher-level data manage-

ment infrastructures developed so far have

been mostly task-speci�c and thus non-re-

usable in different domains, resulting in

signi�cant duplicated implementation ef-

fort by scientists.

In order to improve this poor state of af-

fairs, several scienti�c DBMSs projects are

currently underway to address the inher-

ent limitations of conventional relational

DBMSs when applied to scienti�c data and

applications. One major effort is SciDB#, an

open-source DBMS designed and optimized

for scienti�c applications. The overarching

goal of SciDB is to do for science what rela-

tional databases did for the business world,

namely to provide a high performance,

commercial quality and scalable DBMS ap-

propriate for many science domains.

In contrast to a conventional DBMS that

uses relations to represent its data, SciDB

is based on a multidimensional array data

model. In addition, SciDB includes multi-

ple features speci�c to and critical for sci-

ence: these include (i) automatic prove-

nance tracking and querying, (ii) support

for uncertain data storage and processing,

(iii) automatic versioning, (iv) native sup-

port for science-speci�c operations (such as

matrix multiplication), and (v) in situ data

processing. Currently, no existing system

offers these features in a single, highly scal-

able engine, requiring scientists to spend a

lot of time and effort rolling their own so-

lutions through low-level custom coding.

The Brown Data Management Group has

been helping make SciDB a reality, in col-

laboration with colleagues from MIT, Port-

land State, University of Washington, and

University of Wisconsin. This extended

group has been working together for the

last three years and recently received a

large NSF grant to fund their research on

scienti�c data management.

The Brown team’s current focus is on

providing support for interactive data

analysis and exploration, especially in the

presence of very large underlying data

sets. To this end, the team has been work-

ing on a number of complementary re-

search threads to simplify and speed up

data-driven exploration, while enhancing

the overall user experience through per-

sonalization and automation.

One such thread involves user and work-

load modeling: PhD student Justin DeBra-

bant (PhD’16) has been applying learning

and mining algorithms to build predictive

user-database interaction models that facil-

itate query recommendations and optimi-

zations such as pre-fetching and pre-com-

putation. Alex Kalinin PhD’16, another

graduate student, has been working on

goal-oriented data exploration interfac-

es to allow users to characterize the type

of answer they are looking for without pre-

cise query speci�cations. On a related ef-

fort, undergraduate Joe Shapiro’13 spent

last summer developing a visual front-

end for SciDB, which highlighted a num-

ber of open research challenges regard-

ing the visual display and manipulation of

large data sets. On the automation front,

PhD student Jennie Duggan PhD’12 has

been developing advanced techniques for

for automatically �nding the best data rep-

resentation and compression formats for

large evolving scienti�c data sets.
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